Innovations Today, Industry Standards Tomorrow

CLASSROOM INTRUDER PROTECTION

The First Classroom Intruder Lock To Give Students The Security & Protection Of Instant Deadbolt Locking

The QID intruder lock is designed to provide maximum deadbolt protection when an intruder is identified within the school. We deadbolt our homes against forced entry; Why wouldn’t we deadbolt our children’s classrooms to better withstand an attack?

Simple Locking
One simple push of the button below the lever assures the teacher that their door is properly secured. This one punch approach allows the teacher to instantly focus on either sheltering in place or evacuation of the children. Precious seconds and minutes are saved with this system.

Everyday Use
The QID works as a regular classroom function lock for everyday use, and jumps to deadbolt and lock the door for emergency use. QID series locks can retrofit to existing doors or be used in new construction.

WATCH THE QID VIDEO TO SEE IT IN ACTION!

www.securitech.com/schools
Or Scan This QR Code With Your Phone or Tablet
**Mortise Lockset Model**

- **Superior Intruder Protection**
  - Full Inch Stainless Steel Deadbolt & Latch

- **Keyless Instant Lockdown**
  - No Scrambling To Find Key, Simply Press Button

- **Visual Indicator**
  - Notifies Door Is Deadbolted & Outside Lever Is Locked

- **Never Locked Inside Classroom**
  - Single Motion Retracts Deadbolt & Allows Exiting

**Cylindrical Lockset Model**

- **Superior Intruder Protection**
  - Full Inch Stainless Steel Deadbolt & Latch

- **Keyless Instant Lockdown**
  - No Scrambling To Find Key, Simply Press Button

- **Visual Indicator**
  - Notifies Door Is Deadbolted & Outside Lever Is Locked

- **Never Locked Inside Classroom**
  - Single Motion Retracts Deadbolt & Allows Exiting

**Electrified Mortise Option Available**

One simple push of the teacher’s pendant or with the button below the lever assures the teacher that their door is properly secured.
Keeping the focus on the students, not on locking the door.

“One simple push of a button and the door is deadbolted...”

“Nothing secures a classroom as fast as the QID Series...”

“Strongest classroom lock on the market, using a stainless steel deadbolt to lock the door...”